Proms at Hancock Shaker Village

Looking to have an unforgettable prom? Host it at Hancock Shaker Village! Our 750 acres of pasture and rolling hills means there’s plenty of room for your students to kick back and relax. With a gorgeous gala tent overlooking pastures and jaw dropping mountain views – it doesn’t get much better than this.

Our winding walkway and Timber Frame patio is ideal for students to make their spectacular grand entrance, while the village and mountains act as their backdrop for breath taking photos. Then dance the night away under our elegant tent situated on a permanent deck floor.

Rental Fees: April - June $1,500 Monday – Thursday or $3,000 Friday and Saturday.

Your rental includes:

- Up to 20, 60” round tables (exact number not guaranteed)
- Up to 180 white garden chairs
- Use of Timber Frame entrance and Community Hall room
- One site-manager, one facilities person
- Set up/cleanup of HSV equipment; removal of trash
- Parking for students, parents, and chaperones

At Hancock Shaker Village, there isn’t a need to rent a tent, table, or chairs – we’ve got you covered!

*Newly available: linens, rentals, heaters, additional tables and chairs (available for an additional fee)

Event Time: All seven days 5pm - 11pm

Catering: Main Street Catering and Events (On-site caterer) or licensed caterer of your choice

Requirements:

1. Certificate of liability insurance for $1,000,000 naming HSV as secondary insured
2. 2-3 police officers (either from local department or state barracks) required for events larger than 100 students.
3. Adequate number of adult chaperones on site anytime students are present

Contact Emma Miner, Event Coordinator, at 413.443.0188 x 117, or by email at eminer@hancockshakervillage.org to start planning your special event.

In order to provide you with personalized service, site visits are available only by appointment.